DeepSTIM
Advanced, versatile
stimulation vessels

Applications
■

Remote deepwater locations

■

Large-capacity treatments

■

High-rate, high-pressure pumping

■

Fracturing, acidizing, or
gravel packing

Benefits
■

Stable in hostile environments

■

Rapid deployment and rig-up

■

Minimal environmental impact

■

Minimal trips to port

■

Reliable equipment

■

Data link-up in remote locations

Features
■

DeepSTIM II recognized as the largest pump service vessel in the Gulf
of Mexico (GOM)

■

Fully enclosed service package

■

Pumping capability:

DeepSTIM* offshore stimulation vessels are
the product of years of Schlumberger experience in marine, mechanical, and electronic
engineering. This advanced fleet of stimulation vessels incorporates a proven record of
efficient treatment execution, regardless of
the size or complexity of the operation.
The innovative DeepSTIM blending and
pumping system makes stimulation treatments easy to conduct. Offering the first fully
enclosed service package in the GOM, these
vessels are leaders in this field.
DeepSTIM offers 16,850 hhp at 15,000 psi,
with 1.4 million lbm of proppant storage.
DeepSTIM II offers 21,450 hhp at 15,000 psi,
with 1.7 million lbm of proppant storage.
DeepSTIM III can provide 12,850 hhp at
15,000 psi, with 1.7 million lbm of proppant
storage. All three have a 50-bbl/min downhole
delivery rate.
■

60-bbl/min continuous gel mixing

■

70-bbl/min proppant blending (100% redundancy at 35 bbl/min)

■

70-bbl/min seawater filtration

■

DeepSTIM: 16,850 hhp

■

30-bbl/min acid blending

■

DeepSTIM II: 21,450 hhp

■

■

DeepSTIM III: 12,850 hhp

Maximum 14 precisely metered liquid additive flow streams

■

More than 500-bbl environmental waste
reclamation tank

■

50-bbl/min, 15,000-psi treating capability

■

100% redundancy at rates to 35
bbl/min

■

Continuous gel mixing capability
(seawater ready)

■

Large-capacity waste reclamation
unit

■

256 kbaud satellite data
transmission capability

■

Real-time fluid sampling

■

Fully functional fluids testing lab
on board

The blending and pumping system can prepare highly complex fluids from almost any
combination of gelling agents, crosslinkers,
gel breakers, friction reducers, surfactants,
demulsifiers, corrosion inhibitors, fluid-loss
additives, etc. Proppant addition is precisely
controlled over the full range of treatment
rates.
All phases of the stimulation treatment are
remotely controlled from the central control
room. Continuous monitoring and control of
critical parameters ensure the highest degree
of quality control and assurance. Treatments
are performed with flexible treating lines
with a quick-disconnect coupling for expedient withdrawal of the vessel in an emergency.
DeepSTIM vessels stay on station even
in adverse weather conditions. Bows are
equipped with a tunnel thruster and high-performance dropdown azimuth thruster. The two
azimuth thrusters at the stern provide a high
level of maneuverability. The stern thrusters

are controlled by the dynamic positioning
system and can automatically maintain vessel
station, either alongside or stern-on, to platforms, semisubmersibles, tension leg platforms
(TLPs), and jackups.

Dynamic positioning system
All DeepSTIM vessels are equipped with
dynamic positioning (DP) systems. Key DP
components are the reference systems, the
computer, and the propulsion system. There is
a choice of reference systems for positioning
information:
■

fanbeam (ideal for floaters and TLPs)

■

differential global positioning system.

InterACT
The InterACT* Web-based real-time data delivery service is used by the DeepSTIM fleet to
transfer real-time job data to a client’s computer. This service gives the client flexibility
to witness the job as it happens and make
critical in-time decisions without stepping a
foot on the rig, platform, or vessel.

Accomplishments
The fleet has executed numerous jobs in deep
water and is a leader in many arenas.
The fleet performed frac-packs on two
projects at world-record depths, i.e., Camden
Hills and Aconcagua.
DeepSTIM was the first vessel to pump a
frac-pack treatment on a drillship. DeepSTIM
II set a record of mixing acid continuously
on the fly at 30 bbl/min when it performed a
VDA* Viscoelastic Diverting Acid treatment
in Mobile Bay, Gulf of Mexico. DeepSTIM II is
the highest-horsepower vessel in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Shown from top to bottom: DeepSTIM vessel (upper level); DeepSTIM stimulation package (middle level);
DeepSTIM bulk system (lower level).

Marine Specifications
Length
Breadth
Draft (load line)
Deck area
Liquid cargo facilities
Drill water (including ballast)
Potable water
Fuel
Max. deadweight
Gel water
Completion fluid
Environmental waste
Gel and completion fluid transfer rate
Dry bulk (proppant) cargo capacities
Bulk tanks
Silos
Total bulk capacity
Proppant transfer rate
Engines
Main propulsion
Power
Dynamic positioning
Speed
Thrusters
Controllable pitch tunnel
Drop-down azimuth
Accommodations
Cabins
Persons
Stimulation Specifications
High-pressure pumps
Acidizing pumps
Max. available power
Coflexip hoses and reels†
Pressure relief valve
Acid storage system

General blender tanks
PCM precision continuous mixer (fracture fluid)
LAS* liquid additive system

DeepSTIM

DeepSTIM II

DeepSTIM III

260 ft
56 ft
15 ft 6 in.
180 ft × 46 ft

270 ft
56 ft
15 ft 2 in.
190 ft × 46 ft

239 ft
44 ft
13 ft 7 in.
160 ft × 44 ft

12,500 bbl
30,500 gal
170,173 gal
3,200 tons
4,800 bbl
870 bbl
720 bbl
70 bbl/min

13,467 bbl
36,694 gal
172,289 gal
3,048 tons
6,600 bbl
860 bbl
680 bbl
70 bbl/min

2,400 bbl
12,000 gal
94,708 gal
1,600 tons
4,140 bbl
810 bbl
500 bbl
70 bbl/min

10 with 1,470-ft3 capacity
4 with 1,580-ft3 capacity,
4 with 1,470-ft3 capacity		
1 with 2,000-ft3 capacity
1 with 2,000-ft3 capacity
3
16,700 ft3
14,200 ft
12,000 lbm/min
12,000 lbm/min

4 with 1,000-ft3 capacity,
2 with 900-ft3 capacity
1 with 2,000-ft3 capacity
8,400 ft3
10,000 lbm/min

Two 3,516-hp engines
3,420 bhp at 1,600 rpm
DP2 class
12 knots

Two 3,516-hp engines
3,420 bhp at 1,600 rpm
DP2 class
12 knots

Two 3,516-hp engines
1,610-bhp at 1,300 rpm
—
12 knots

One 350-hp thruster
One 1,200-hp thruster

One 1,000-hp thruster
One 1,200-hp thruster

One 1,100-hp thruster
One 1,100-hp thruster

11
29

11
31

12
24

7 at 1,800 hp each
7 at 2,200 hp each
One 650-hhp pump
One 650-hhp pump
16,850 hhp
21,450 hhp
Two 300 ft × 3 in.
Two 300 ft × 3 in.
One 3-in. valve, gas-operated
One 3-in. valve, gas-operated
Two 4,200-gal acid blending
Two 4,200-gal acid blending
tanks with level transmitters;
tanks with level transmitters;
30-bbl/min transfer rate
30-bbl/min transfer rate
Three 2,000-gal compartments
Three 2,000-gal compartments
with level transmitters
with level transmitters
One PCM unit with 250-bbl capacity and 60 bbl/min on-the-fly mixing
12 LAS channels: 12 to 50 gal/min
12 LAS channels: 12 to 50 gal/min
Fifteen 550-gal tanks
Fifteen 550-gal tanks
One 1,500-gal tank
One 1,500-gal tank

† 15,000-psi max. working pressure; mounted on reels. Each has a remote disconnection unit.
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4 at 2,000 hp each
One 650-hhp pump
12,850 hhp
One 300 ft × 3 in.
One 3-in. valve, gas-operated
Three 4,200-gal raw acid
storage tanks; 30-bbl/min
transfer rate
Four 2,100-gal compartments
with level transmitters
16 LAS channels: 12 to 300 gal/min
Seventeen 550-gal tanks
One 1,500-gal tank

